March 22-24, 2015

Stanford University
Arrillaga Alumni Center,
326 Galvez Street, Palo Alto, CA 94305

Sunday March 22
Invitation Only

15:00 - 18:00  Working Group Presentations & Policy Roundtable
19:00 - 21:00  Dinner Reception

Monday March 23
Public Event

09:00 - 09:15  Welcome Address
09:15 - 09:45  Keynote Speaker - John Perry Barlow
09:45 - 10:45  Keynote Panel - (Moderated by TBC) - Josh Fairfield, Aaron Wright, Primavera De Filippi, John Clippinger
10:45 - 11:15  Break
11:15 - 12:30  Keynote: **Technical Aspects of Blockchain-based applications**
Panel: Peter Todd, Joe Bonneau (Stanford), Adam Back (Blockstream - TBC), Andrew Miller (Dan to confirm)
Moderated by Tim Swanson

**Alternative Economies**

12:30 - 12:45  Keynote Presentation: Joyce Kim, Executive Director, Stellar
12:45 - 13:00  Keynote: Michael Harte (Barclays)
13:00 - 14:00  Panel: John Bailon (Satoshi Citadel), Juan Llanos (Bitreserve), BitPesa, iGot, Joyce Kim - Stellar, Martin Becze (Ethereum)
Moderated by TBC
  - Alternative currencies: Scaling, volatility, monetary policies
  - Disenfranchised communities: unbanked, migrants, immigrant workers

13:00 - 14:30  Lunch break

14:30 - 15:00  **Alternative Economies**
14:30 - 15:30  Panel: John Bailon (Satoshi Citadel), Juan Llanos (Bitreserve), BitPesa, Rick Day (iGot), Joyce Kim (Stellar), Martin Becze (Ethereum)
Moderated by TBC
  - Alternative currencies: Scaling, volatility, monetary policies
  - Disenfranchised communities: unbanked, migrants, immigrant workers

15:30 - 16:00  **Alternative Economies**
15:30 - 16:15  Panel: Akseli Vertanen (Founder, Robin Hood Coop), Tim Swanson, Bruce Cahan
Moderated by Joe Gerber (IDEO)

16:15 - 16:45  Break

16:45 - 17:00  Presentation: **Maurizio Rossi** (Founder, H-Farm)
17:00 - 17:15  Presentation: Daniel Neis (KOINA Switzerland)

17:15 - 18:15  Keynote: **Cyber-security**
17:15 - 18:15  Panel: Susan Athey (Stanford), Elaine Shi (UMD), Adam Ludwin (Chain), Zooko (ZeroCash), Jonathan Levin
Moderated by Dan Boneh (Stanford)
  - Blockchain analytics & governmental responses (master key, 51% attack)
  - Illicit usage of the blockchain: Silk Road, money laundering
  - Trade-offs between privacy and national security

18:15 - 21:00  Dinner Reception & Book Launch: “From Bitcoin to Burning Man”
Panel: **John Clippinger, Peter Hirshberg, Mihaela Ulieru, Larry Harvey** (Burning Man)
Location: Stanford Alumni Center

Tuesday March 24

Public Event

08:00 - 08:30  Breakfast
08:45 - 09:00  Opening remarks
09:00 - 09:30  Keynote: Don Tapscott

**Internet of Things**
09:30 - 10:00  Keynote: Mickey McManus
10:00 - 10:30  Keynote Presentation: Internet of Things (IBM ADEPT Team)

10:30 - 11:30  Panel: Aaron Wright, Steve Omohundro, Ryan Singer, Amir Behbehani, Mickey McManus,
               Moderated by TBC
               ● Smart cities and other high value use cases
               ● Machine-to-machine interaction (Smart-contracts)
               ● Autonomous devices (DAOs)

11:30 - 11:45  Break
11:45 - 12:15  Presentation: Telehash
12:15 - 12:30  Presentation: Ben Chan, BitGo
12:15 - 01:00  Break

**Autonomous Communities**
12:00 - 12:30  Keynote: Larry Harvey & Stuart _____ (Burning Man)
12:30 - 13:30  Panel: Neal Gorenflo (Sharable), Peter Hirshberg, Mihaela Ulieru (Impact Institute,
                World Economic Forum)

13:30 - 14:30  Lunch break
14:30 - 15:30  Keynote: Identity / Reputation
14:30 - 15:30  Panel: Casey Fenton (Resolve), Patrick Deegan (ID3/OMS), Primavera De Filippi (Sabir), Muneeb Ali (Onename)
               Moderated by Marc Hochstein (American Banker)
12:30 - 12:45  Presentation: Trust
15:30 - 16:00  Break
16:00 - 16:30  Keynote: **Voting & Governance**
16:00 - 16:30  Keynote: Preeta Bansal (MIT)
16:30 - 17:00  Panel: Harald Stieber (EU Commission), Matthew Deiters (Assembly), Paolo Tasca (Deutsche Bundesbank, eCurex), Brian Forde (White House), Bettina Warburg (IFTF)
               Moderated by Joshua Fairfield (W&L)
               ● Transparency & Auditability
               ● Corruption and codified rules
               ● Alternative voting mechanisms: real-time direct voting, futarchy, etc.

17:00 - 19:00  Artlery Restitution
17:00 - 19:00  Break
19:00 - 21:00  Dinner / Reception (Location TBC)